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When it comes to 
Port storage - no 
alternative matches 
the flexibility of a 
RUBB structure...



Finn A. Haldorsen. Group Chairman

In 2006 Rubb has again supplied customers with an impressive array of structures. Our largest sport
building to date, a 230’ (70m) wide x 345’ (105m) long structure was constructed for West Bromwich
Albion Football Club in England. The project was started on a 'green field' site and was a complete
turn-key project by Rubb Buildings Ltd. This included sewage, drainage, roads, foundations, floors,
etc. 

In the USA, Rubb Inc. has supplied another large aircraft hangar; produced for Oklahoma
Maintenance Repair and Overhaul. The building, fitted with a Megadoor® hangar door, will house
AWACS surveillance aircraft. 

In Norway, Rubb has continued to supply a wide range of customers via W.Giertsen AS. The
domestic market in Norway has picked up strongly in 2006 and this was the basis for most of our
activity last year.

The Rubb Group was saddened to learn of the loss of long time friend and customer, P.D. Merrill on
February 11, 2007. P.D. and Rubb had worked together for nearly a quarter century building seven
major projects on the Portland, Maine waterfront. P.D.’s tireless advocacy for the State of Maine and
his support for his employees, his social causes and for Maine businesses such as Rubb, Inc. made
a real and positive difference in the lives of thousands of Maine people. Our thoughts go out to P.D.’s
family and friends and to the many dedicated Merrill employees we have had the pleasure to work
with over the years.  

We dedicate this year’s Fabric Engineer to our friend P.D. Merrill and include on our back cover a
tribute to his memory.
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RES hangars out there 
in Balad, Iraq
Rubb Buildings Ltd has supplied several RES
hangars, 67' wide x 105' long (20.5m x
32m), to the US Army in Iraq via our
partner Protec Inc. The hangars provide
maintenance areas for Blackhawk
helicopters and army vehicles. The RES has
a 'trident' door in each end to allow
maximum operational flexibility. The fabric
cladding is double skinned and insulated to
cope with the extreme heat that can be
experienced in Iraq. One such structure
fits in one 20 ft. container and hence can
easily be shipped anywhere in the world.

Secure Sidewalls
Rubb Buildings is experimenting with range
of security options for the fabric sidewalls
traditionally supplied with a Rubb Building.

KNIFE PROOF FABRIC

The fabric is impregnated with built in very
high resistance multi strand steel cables,
preventing cutting the sheet with a knife

BALLISTIC PROTECTION

Rubb is experimenting with various forms
of ballistic material to prevent any shrapnel
or foreign object missiles entering the
shelter

SECURITY ALARMED MATERIAL.

Experiments are ongoing into the research
and development of a security alarmed PVC
fabric, More details will follow in the next
edition of the Fabric Engineer!

NEWS
just in
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Rising demand demonstrates that more and
more port operators appreciate the benefits
of low cost flexible dockside storage!
Material handling is a growth industry, with ports,
freight terminals, logistics centers and maintenance
depots requiring more land and enclosed space.
There is a greater need for flexibility in dealing with
storage demands and cargo configurations that are
constantly changing. These trends, in turn, are
forcing terminal operators and port authorities to
look at new alternatives for warehousing.  Quickly
erected and reconfigured relocatable buildings
provide a cost-effective, quality solution.

The modular design, greater versatility and reduced
construction time are just some of the advantages which
Rubb relocatable buildings offer in comparison to
conventional port structures. The planning and design
flexibility are invaluable in creating storage facilities that
can be built and are operational with short lead times. 

Rubb has provided a large number of buildings to ports in
the US, UK and other countries. Among the UK ports are
Tilbury, Workington, Londonderry and Belfast. At the Port
of Tilbury, Rubb provided a relocatable warehouse 197’
(60m) x 453’ (138m). Due to increased storage demands
the facility was doubled in size a year after the initial
construction. After a period of years, the original storage
was no longer required, the building was dismantled,
converted and split into three units and relocated to three
separate berths within the port.

In Northern Ireland, Rubb carried out projects at both the
Port of Belfast and Londonderry. To date, Rubb has
provided the Port of Belfast with five storage facilities. In
Londonderry, Harbour Master, William McCann said that,
“The main reasons we went for a Rubb building was
versatility, as we can move it in the future if needed. 

An aerial view of the Port of Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK.

Port of Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK.
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Twinings, the global tea traders, recently took delivery
of this BVE type building. Vehicle access to the facility
is via a high loading bay extension with a tall roller
shutter door. The loading bay is large enough to allow
two trailer trucks to enter the site simultaneously,

Sprague Energy: This BVE structure utilizes a sophisticated air turnover and environmental
control system. Merrill Marine, Portland, Maine, USA.

Port Arthur, USA. Port Arthur storage facility
showing the close proximity of the docking area,
rail siding and warehouse. The whole project took
only seven months to complete and cost less than
conventional construction. 

Also we were able to have the building
erected only 25m from the Quay.”

Rubb buildings are very robust and
feature a well-engineered structural
steel frame system. All welded
components are hot-dip galvanized
after the production process and
provide a long, low maintenance life.
The framework is covered with a high
tensile strength flexible PVC coated
polyester architectural membrane 

cladding. This material also provides a
long, low maintenance life time and is
not subject to corrosion in marine
environments. The structure will accept
moderate differential settlement
without the need for expensive
foundation piles that may be required
at many waterside locations. 

The Rubb Team considers all the
relevant factors when planning a new
project as was evident in the recent 

design and construction of a large
warehouse for Sprague Energy.
Located on the Portland, Maine
waterfront, Sprague’s new climate
controlled warehouse at the Merrill
Marine Terminal is the seventh and
largest Rubb structure at this active
port facility. Used primarily for
conditioning high quality newsprint, the
54,000ft3 (5,000m2) intermodal facility is
truly state of the art. In addition to an
array of doors, dock seals, dock
levellers, rail canopies, and 20 foot
candle lighting system, the 170’(52m) 
x 320’ (98m) Rubb, BVE range
structure utilizes a sophisticated

air turnover and environmental 
control system. 

Designed and integrated by Protec,
Inc. of North Hampton, NH, the
system’s capabilities include a two
million BTU heater system working with
a dehumidification system that delivers
4500ft3 (127m3) of dry air per minute.
The system’s overall function is to
automatically heat and dehumidify the
building as required, to maintain the
interior environment with no
condensation on stored product or
building surfaces year round, and also
to control carbon monoxide levels
when vehicles operate within the
structure.

Total Ship Services was looking to win
a contract to supply and store biomass
to be used as a fuel source in the local
power station. Speed was to be the
key factor. With Rubb able to complete
the construction within an eight-week
time frame, providing a BVE building,
79’ (24m) wide x 213’ (65m) in length
and with side walls of 19.5’ (6m) at
Chatham Docks, Kent, UK. 
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Pre-stressed concrete panels are
designed into the structure to provide
effective hard walls for bulk material.
Interior concrete ballast can also be
used as an effective berm.
To facilitate the transfer of material a
re-sealable aperture was created in
the side wall to take a conveyor belt.
Rubb’s structural system allows
conveyors to enter the building at
virtually any location and frames can
be engineered to support significant
conveyor and material loads. 
The main entrance is fitted with 13’
(4m) wide x 16’ (5m) high roller shutter
doors to allow access for large vehicles. 

When the Port of Port Arthur on the
Texas gulf coast needed additional
dockside warehouse space they
turned to Rubb Buildings. The
importation of forest products has
become a significant growth sector in
the port’s expanding import and export
business and Port Arthur required a
modern structure, which could
accommodate the increase in storage,
and goods transfer capabilities. 

The port terminal warehouse has
become a classic example of an
intermodal cargo facility. The size and
position of the warehouse allows the
transfer of cargo from ship to rail, ship
to truck, truck to ship, truck to rail, rail
to ship and rail to truck. Rubb provided
a 220’ (67m) wide x 525’ (160m) BVE
range bi-link building with 32’ (9.76m)
sidewalls, which provided an additional
115,500ft2 (10,734m2) of transit storage
in addition to covering the port’s
railroad siding. The building was
designed to meet the stringent Texas
gulf coast building code requirements,
including the ability to withstand wind 

gusts of 130mph 
(209kph). This building 
features six, 36’ wide 
(10.97m) x 24’ high (7.3m) 
bi-parting Norco® doors for access 
on the dockside as well as access
through the ends of the building. Two,
18’ wide (5.5m) single panel sliding
doors provide additional access. The
lights are automatically turned off
during daylight hours. The natural light,
from the translucent roof provides a
balanced lighting effect. This not only
saves on energy costs but also
provides a brighter, safer and more
efficient operating environment. 

Total Ship Services:  The 19.5’ (6m) concrete walls
provide an ideal base for the vehicles to push against

while loading. Chatham Docks, Kent, UK.

NV, BVE and BVL Type buildings at the Merrill Marine Terminal, Portland Maine, USA.



Client: Transdevelopment
Location: Dundalk Terminals, Maryland, USA Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)70’(21.4m) (L)175’(53.4m) (SW)19.7’(6m)

This 12,000ft2 (1,115m2) automotive processing facility for Dundalk
Terminals was completed in August 2006.  

Working closely with the Transdevelopment Group, Rubb engineered
the 70’ (21.37m) x 175’ (53.35m) BVE structure with 19.7’ (6m) sidewalls
to the client’s exact specifications and a tight construction timeframe of
90 days which in the end was successfully met.

Transdevelopment Group has purchased several Rubb structures over
the years for various facilities and clients.

Client: P & O Ports
Location: Baltimore, Maryland, USA

Building Type: BVE  

Size: (W)80’(24.4m) (L)150’(45.5m) 
(SW)21’(6.4m)

In May 2006, Rubb Buildings of Sanford,
Maine completed the design, fabrication and
installation of a new storage facility for P & O
Ports at the company’s Dundalk Terminal in
Baltimore, MD.  

This facility, an 80’(24.4m) x 150’(45.5m) BVE
structure with 21’(6.4m) sidewalls, will be
used to store aluminum billets used in the
production of aircraft wings for Airbus.  The
Rubb structure will allow these parts to be
prepared and packaged in a dry
environment before they are shipped to
France for assembly.

From a design standpoint, Rubb engineers
incorporated a 28’(8.5m) x 16’(4.8m) sliding
PVC door in each of the building’s gable
ends. This structure was designed to a 
25 psf ground snow load, 90 mph 3 second
gust wind speed, and a 2 psf collateral load.
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Client: Jæger Automobil AS
Location: Voss, Norway Building Type: NV
Size: (W)39'(12m) (L)98'(30m) (SW)10'(3m)

This structure was delivered to a Toyota dealer (Jæger Automobil AS) in
the town of Voss on the West coast of Norway. The gable end was fitted
with 10’ x 10’ (3m x 3m) Crawford doors as specified by the customer.
For this building Rubb utilized a new material from Plastivineta of Italy,
which supplied a lacquered fabric that has now been on the building for
exactly two years. RUBB Buildings may now consider using this
supplier on a more regular basis as the fabric has passed a two year
'trial test.' This NV building was sold via W.Giertsen AS.

Project Updates 
from the RUBB Group 
All dimensions shown are in ft and (m), width/span(W), length(L), sidewall(SW)
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Client: Townsend Bay Marine
Location: Port Townsend, Washington, USA

Building Type: NV

Size: (W)60’(20.9m) (L)112.5’(34.3m) 
(SW)45’(13.7m)

Rubb Buildings, of Sanford, Maine, recently
completed a custom built yacht storage
facility for Townsend Bay Marine in Port
Townsend, Washington. The structure, a
60’ (20.9m) x 112.5’ (34.3m) NV Range
building, features 45’ (13.7m) vertical
sidewalls and an open end gable. Vessels
up to 110’ (33.5m) long are moved into the
facility with a 300 ton Travel lift.

Townsend Bay Marine is a full service
boatbuilding and repair facility specializing
in the construction and refitting of high end
yachts. Key considerations in their selection
of Rubb were the translucent roof, high
sidewalls, and the ability to relocate the
structure in the future.

Client: AEPCO Marine
Location: Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)50’(15.3m) (L)125’(38m) (SW)19.7’(6m)

AEPCO originally looked at using a metal building but found that their
project requirements were not compatible with such a product. They
then contacted Rubb and discovered that a Rubb building was perfectly
suited for the project. During the course of negotiations, several other
uses for Rubb structures were identified and upon the signing of the
contract for the parts warehouse, Rubb not only received the contract
for the BVE, it also received contracts for two THA Shelters and three
THX shelters. Since that time AEPCO is now looking at other areas to
use the Rubb structures.

Client: Voss Fjellandsby
Location: Myrkdale, Norway Building Type: THA
Size: (W)26.3’(8m) (L)39.4’(12m) (SW)11’(3.35m)

When this ski resort at Voss Fjellandsby at Myrkdalen on the West coast
of Norway (approx 2 hours drive from Bergen) needed storage space
they turned to Rubb Buildings. Positioned near to the slopes, the
structure is used to store snow preparation machines. The two doors,
one in each gable end allow two machines to operate in and out of the
structure independently. The structure was erected in 2005 and is
covered in PVDF lacquered fabric which helps reduce dirt adhesion.



Client: Advantec
Location: Rubbestadneset, Norway Building Type: NV
Size: (W)39.4’(12m) (L)78.7’(24m) (SW)10’(3m)

In 2005 Rubb Industri AS decided to expand the existing storage area
and installed a larger facility on site. The original twenty year old, 
39.4’ (12m) x 79’ (24m) x 10’ (3m) warehouse was now surplus to
requirements. The NV shelter was sold to a local company, Advantec
AS. However the client only required a building with a 49’ (15m) length,
with the modular nature of the structure this was not a problem. The
shelter was erected in March 2006, with a new outer fabric and an inner
skin added, the hot dip galvanized steel still looked nearly new after
twenty years of use. This project demonstrates the flexibility and
relocatability of a Rubb building. 

Client: Oklahoma MROTC
Location: Oklahoma, USA
Building Type: AVS  
Size: (W)177’(54m) (L)184’(56m) (SW)30’(9.15m)

The first structure to be installed at the
Oklahoma Maintenance Repair and Overhaul
Technical Center is a Rubb hangar. The
MROTC is a joint venture between Boeing
and the developer, Trammell Crow in a
Partnership for Readiness to service AWACS
aircraft for the United States Air Force.

The hangar is an AVS design 177’(54m)
wide by 184’(56m) long with 30’(9.15m)
sidewalls. The hangar also features a three
part Megadoor® hangar door system.

The MROTC will initially use the new hangar
to facilitate upgrades in flight navigation and
communications for the Air Force AWACS
aircraft.
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Client: Focus Humanitarian Assistance, UK
Location: Afghanistan Building Type: THAB
Size: (W)32.8’(10m) (L)78.7’(24m) (SW)11’(3.35m)

When Focus needed storage shelters for their humanitarian work in
Afghanistan they contacted Rubb, who supplied them with five THAB
shelters. These are specifically designed for emergency relief tasks. The
five shelters can fit into one 20ft container and each shelter can store up
to 500 tons of grain. The shelters were supplied complete with
foundation frames, ladders and other tools required to erect them
anywhere. Each shelter has a door opening in the gable ends, allowing
access for trucks or fork lifts from both ends of the structure. Rubb has
supplied thousands of such structures to emergency relief operations
world wide over the years. 
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Client: Norwegian Talc
Location: Bergen, Norway Building Type: NV
Size: (W)65.6’(20m) (L)128’(39m) (SW)10’(3m)

This structure was supplied to Norwegian Talc which has a factory
located just outside the city of Bergen, Norway. The structure is unusual
in that it has two clear openings in both gable ends (ie. no doors). This
is to allow rapid movement of goods through the structure. As the
material stored here is not too susceptible to temperature change, there
was no need for doors on this project. Norwegian Talc is a valued 
Rubb customer and they already have a 66’ (20m) NV structure
elsewhere on their site along with a THA shelter. This structure was sold
via W.Giertsen AS. 

Client: Beaupre Fuels
Location: Biddeford, Maine, USA Building Type: THA
Size: (W) 40’(12.2m) (L)40’(12.2m) (SW)11’(3.3m)

Beaupre Fuels needed space to park trucks and to use for storage.
They required this space in a relatively short time frame. Rubb met these
requirements with two 40’ (12m) x 40’ (12m) THA Shelters. From time of
order until the installations were complete only took five weeks. Rubb’s
THA shelters supplied weather protection with naturally lit interiors,
which allowed needed storage without the requirement of mechanical
lighting. The standard track operated PVC folding door allowed
adequate height to back delivery trucks into the building.

Client: Wako
Location: Kopalina, Poland            Building Type: THAB (THA hybrid)
Size: (W)32.8'(10m) (L)52.5'(16m) (SW)11'(3.35m)

This is a THA that has been sold to our first Polish customer, Wako,
which manufactures components for the motor industry. The shelters
are made and supplied by Rubb in Poland and are unusual in two ways.
First, they are the first Rubb THAB shelters with 10'(3m) modules.
Usually, 13’(4m) modules are supplied to emergency relief
organizations such as the UN. We have adapted this product for the
Polish market and provided greater strength by using the 10'(3m)
modules. Second, the shelter has a side opening which is not standard
on such shelters, an engineering problem solved by the manufacturing
company (Viking Ltd) in Poland.

Client: Major Construction Company
Location: Averøy, Norway Building Type: NV
Size: (W)49.2’(15m) (L)78.7’(24m) (SW)10’(3m)

This NV building was delivered in December, 2006 to a major Construction
company which undertakes all types of infrastructure construction
assignments, from building local pedestrian paths to the construction of
major motorways and complicated tunnels. Through a number of
functional operations and maintenance contracts, they are responsible for
maintaining large parts of the road network on behalf of central and local
government, as well as undertaking other projects in the private sector.
This company has a contract with Giertsen HallSystem AS to supply Rubb
buildings to many of their projects in Norway. These buildings are moved
from project to project as the need for covered space changes. 



Traditional RUBB BVE building in an old traditional
New England style... complete with barn doors
Challenge Unlimited at Ironstone Farm, located in
picturesque Andover, Massachusetts, sits a stone’s throw
away from the busy I-495 corridor just northwest of Boston.
Ironstone’s founder, Richard Donovan, started the farm in
1960 as a breeding and training facility for thoroughbred
horses. In 2001, the non-profit Challenge Unlimited
purchased Ironstone to preserve the property and its
programs for generations to come.

Today, employing horses in a working farm environment, Challenge
Unlimited provides beneficial therapy for people with physical,
emotional and cognitive disabilities. Having a new riding arena has
been a dream for Challenge Unlimited and that dream became a
reality this year with the construction of a custom Rubb riding
arena. Measuring 80’ (24.39m) wide by 200’ (60.97m) long with a
sidewall height of 19.8’ (6m), the Rubb BVE structure sits on an 
I-beam foundation and was designed to a 30psf (146 kg/m2) roof
live load and 110mph (177kph) 3-second gust wind speed.

After years of experience in the field, Ironstone Farm Founder
Richard Donovan used the qualities of the RUBB signature design,
incorporated the aesthetic and functional needs of the program,
and worked with the RUBB design team to create the ideal
structure for Challenge Unlimited. The end result was stunning - 
a conventional membrane structure with translucent roof that looks
like a traditional New England style barn. It is a true melding of
modern materials and building technology with a traditional look.
Complete with a 3’ eave overhang, sliding barn doors, and divided
light windows, the Ironstone arena gives Challenge Unlimited´s

riders a feel-good outdoor environment that enhances their
therapeutic experience.

Mr. Donovan states "It was a pleasure to work with the folks at
RUBB. Their engineers heard and understood our specific needs,
were willing to work with us on design changes, and brought the
concept to reality." 

All at Rubb, Inc. are pleased to have been part of this worthwhile
project and we support the excellent work that Challenge Unlimited
continues to do for so many people. We are proud to add them to
our long list of satisfied customers

Feature...    Not just another old barn
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The new riding arena with its translucent roof and windows, floods the arena with light.



Project 
Updates continued
All dimensions shown are in ft and (m), width/span(W), length(L), sidewall(SW)

Military School of Aviation
Location: Middle Wallop, Hampshire, UK Building Type: BVR
Size: (W)59’(18m) (L)115’(35m) (SW)19.7’(6m)

When the Military Aviation School decided to invest in a new multi-sports
hall they looked at all the options. The school initially considered
purchasing an air supported “bubble” to use as a gym, however the
constant running costs, the risk of damage and high maintenance
problems caused them to reconsider the project. Rubb Buildings provided
the most cost effective, practical solution. The facility, a BVR 59’ (18m) x
115’ (35m) with sidewalls of 20’ (6m) was designed and built for a variety
of sports, from combat fitness tests, indoor assault courses and circuit
training. The addition of interior walls with Gerflor Sport M sports flooring
has provided the perfect sports hall for 5-a-side football and indoor hockey.
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Bridisco Ltd
Location: London, UK           Building Type: BVR
Size: (W)59’(18m) (L)197’(60m) (SW)23’(7m)

In total Rubb has supplied Bridisco with three
buildings, all of which are used for storage and
distribution. Bridisco, the UK's largest independent
electrical distributor required a special BVR type
building. The structure was supplied with a loading
dock measuring 59’(18m) x 197’(60m) x 23’(7m)
leg, with a covered canopy, and a specially
designed 20’ (6m) x 50’ (15m) recess creating an
“L" shaped building. Ray Taylor of Bridisco said,
“Due to the expansion and the increased deliveries
into our main distribution centre the main yard area
gets very congested, we had to be careful in terms
of designing a building that allowed a sufficient
turning circle for the larger 40ft(12m) type vehicles.”

The three linked buildings provide Bridisco with a
total of 30,000 ft2 (2,772m2) of storage space.

University of North Carolina
Location: Wilmington, USA Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)40’(12m) (L)66’(20.33m) (SW)16.4’(5m)

The University of North Carolina’s Wilmington campus needed a
temporary structure to serve as a cafeteria while the school’s Student
Union Building underwent a major renovation. Rubb Buildings was
contacted by the University’s architectural firm who knew of Rubb’s
versatile structures and its ability to quickly turn projects around. Rubb’s
solution involved two structures. The first (photo) was a 40’(12m) x
66.67’(20.33m) BVE with 16.4’(5m) sidewalls. The second building
served as a connection tunnel to join the large Rubb structure to the
existing brick Student Union Building. Rubb engineers and site
personnel worked around the masonry structure’s various overhangs
thus eliminating costly building modifications.



The Mercy
Location: On board the USNS Mercy
Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)40’(12m) (L)48’(14.6m)
(SW)16.4’(5m)

Rubb Buildings and partner company Protec,
Inc. recently completed a shipboard project
for the USNS Mercy, a 900’ (274m) Military
Sealift Command hospital ship. The two
companies manufactured and erected a 40’
(12m) x 48’ (14.6m) BVE range structure with
16.4’ (5m) sidewalls that will hangar two
Seahawk helicopters. These aircraft will
support a new five month humanitarian
mission to the Pacific and Far East. Rubb’s
design included an I-beam foundation, cargo
and personnel doors, and provisions for lifting
by crane. The Mercy is based out of San
Diego and has been in service since its
commissioning in 1986. 

Most recently, the ship played a critical role in
Operation Unified Assistance, the multi-
national relief effort which supported many
countries in Southeast Asia in the wake of the
26th December 2005 tsunami that devastated
that region.

Rubb and Protec will supply a similar structure
to the USNS Mercy’s sister ship the USNS
Comfort in 2007.
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Department of Transport, Hollis
Location: Hollis, New Hampshire, USA Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)90’(27.5m) (L)117’(35.7m) (SW)26’(8m)

The Town of Hollis, New Hampshire needed to cover 6000yd3 (4600m3)
of salt and sand at their Department of Transportation facility. This
requirement was met with a 90’ (27.4m) x 117’ (35.7m) Rubb BVE Range
structure with 26’ (7.9m) sidewalls. Other building features included a
galvanized I-beam foundation secured with ground anchors and an
interior berm wall constructed of ecology blocks. Erecting this facility
without a poured concrete foundation resulted in a dramatic cost
savings for the client.



Just completed... this BVE multispan structure for Canton Port
Services, LLC is one of RUBB’s largest structures to date!
For the past three months, Pier #8 at Canton Port Services,
LLC in Baltimore, Maryland has been a very busy place.
Starting in early January 2007, Rubb, Inc. began erecting its
largest structure to date for Canton Port Services, LLC, a
stevedoring firm specializing in the handling and
warehousing of general cargo on the Baltimore waterfront.

Located on the Patapsco River, the new Rubb structure, a 
120’ x 700’ (36.58 x 213.4m) twin link BVE with a total footprint of
240’ x 700’ (73 x 213.4m) with a 16.4’(5m) leg utilizes a modified 
I-beam foundation system with ground anchor installed directly on a
prepared asphalt pad. To meet the site constraints on the foundation
system and provide substantial cost savings the use of concrete
was minimized. Concrete uplift pads were used only at areas of
highest foundation reactions. Accessory items included a 20 foot
candle lighting system, Cookson roller shutter doors, personnel
doors, ventilation fans and louvers, and a heated central gutter
system. The structure was completely installed in only 14 weeks.

For those interested in the details:

Total Square Feet: 168,000sq.ft (15,613m2)
Interior Volume: 4,966,280cu.ft (140,630m3)
Miles of wiring: 6.75 (10.86 km)
Light fixtures: 84
Ground anchors: 470
Weight of steel:  893,000lbs (405,057kg)
PVC membrane material: 149,565sq.ft (13,900m2)

Feature...     Just completed
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Veolia Environmental Services
Location: Portsmouth, Hampshire, UK
Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)98.5’(30m) (L)98.5’(30m)
(SW)31.2’(9.5m)

Having firmly established itself as one of the
United Kingdom’s leading waste management
providers, Veolia ES Hampshire Ltd required a
new temporary building to handle the bulky
items of civic waste and road sweepings,
totalling approximately 1,000 tons of
municipal waste to be processed per week.
Rubb provided a BVE type building,
measuring 98’ (30m) x 98’ (30m) with 31’
(9.5m) high sidewalls and five, 13’ (4m) wide x
16.4’ (5m) high roller shutter doors, allowing
the flexibility for delivery and removal of
material simultaneously.
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Crewe and Nantwich Borough Council
Location: Crewe, UK Building Type: BVE
Size: (W)98.5’(30m) (L)147.6’(45m) (SW)21.6’(6.6m)

Crewe and Nantwich Borough Council required a facility to handle
recycling operations for the household curbside wheeled bin collection
programs that bring in co-mingled dry recyclables which are then sent
to off-site Materials Recovery Facilities, and separately collected
newspapers & magazines which go direct to the paper mill. 
To accommodate the different operations a 98’ (30m) x 148’ (45m) BVE
type building with a leg height of 21’ (6.5m) was constructed. The unit
is divided internally into four sections; each area is accessed via a 15’
(4.5m) x 15’ (4.5m) electrically operated roller shutter door. The four
internal areas are critical in allowing the material to be deposited in the
appropriate lanes, with the adjacent door being used by the out-going
bulk transport vehicle to stand in while being loaded under cover. The
incoming/outgoing lanes are alternated each week in order to ensure no
materials are left behind. 



Rubb Buildings was awarded the contract following an
extensive tender process which included site visits to review
project work of the companies under consideration. Rubb
was able to comprehensively demonstrate their 35 years of
experience in the indoor sports building market, with a
number of prestigious soccer facilities already under 
their belt.

The construction for the full 'turnkey' project was far from straight
forward, involving initial site clearance, to the final pre-landscaping.
Ray Colby, Sales Manager for Rubb Buildings, recalled, "On clearing
the site, our next major task entailed laying a complete drainage
system with 800’ (250m) of piping leading back to the road and the
installation of 6.6’ (2m) x 200’ (60m) attenuation tank to provide a
hydro brake to restrict the storm water flow into the outfall, limiting
the rate of flow of the water into the main drainage system.”

Considerable thought had to be given to maximize the internal
playing area. The efficient utilization of space is created by Rubb's
use of an I-beam column leg system as an alternative to 'lattice'
truss construction. The building meets with all local building codes
with post production hot dip galvanizing to the BS ISO. EN 1461
standard ensuring steel surfaces, inside and out, are protected
from corrosion. The PVC coated polyester membrane cladding was
produced in the club colors of dark blue and white. The use of the
white translucent roof provides a bright airy atmosphere. Energy
costs are reduced because artificial lighting is not required during
daylight hours. The sidewalls were manufactured in blue and white,
creating a striking appearance to the exterior of the building.

To maintain the external appearance of the building, a system of
gutters were included in the building specifications. This allows the
rain to run off the roof, along the gutters and through the

downspouts into the drains leading to the attenuation tank. The
removal of roof rainwater via the gutter and downspout system
prevents runoff from streaking the building and therefore results in a
better long term appearance.

Mark Miles, Facilities Manager at WBA FC, said " The indoor facility
provides the coaches and training staff with added flexibility
throughout the year, this will be made available to all players from
the under 8's all the way through to the senior squad.” 

Rubb Buildings has recently completed a multi-sports hall for West
Bromwich Albion. Sponsored by Barclays Bank, as part of the ‘Kids
in the Community’ initiative it has been built on the same site as the
indoor training center, providing a state-of-the art sports facility for
the local community. The sports center includes changing facilities
complete with showers, an office and an equipment storage area.

Feature...     West Bromwich FC
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West Bromwich 
Albion FC, proud of
their new indoor
training facility...

West Bromwich Albion FC Community Sports Hall, 
66’ (20m) span x 115’ (35m) length with 28’ (8.5m) column legs.

This indoor training facility is 
large enough to accommodate a full size soccer pitch
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First year as a Senior and
Mikkeline picks up a Gold
In the 2006 season, Mikkeline has been
competing as a Senior rider for the first time.
She has participated in several large
international events such as Lummen
(Belgium), Riga (Latvia), Tallin (Estonia), and
in Århus (Denmark). In July 2006 she
participated in the Nordic/ Baltic
Championships for Seniors with her horse
German Classic. This event took place in
Tallin, where Mikkeline achieved a very
impressive gold medal. In August last year
she participated in the Norwegian
Championships where she won a bronze
medal. This was an outstanding feat given
that it was her first year as a senior. Some of
Mikkelines horses have unfortunately been ill
this winter but she is now ready and training
well for the coming season. We at Rubb are
again very proud to be sponsoring such a
successful sportswoman.

2007 Elise Kittredge 
Award Winner
Gordon Collins, Rubb, Inc’s Director of
Marketing for the past thirteen years was
recently honored by the United Way of York
County, Maine at its annual meeting held on
April 26, 2007.

For his unselfish dedication to the United
Way of York County, Gordon was awarded
the 2007 Elise Kittredge Award, the
organization’s highest honor, for his
exceptional contribution of time, talent and
financial resources to the organization.
Gordon has been an active United Way
volunteer for 12 years and has been a
member of its Board of Directors since
2000, serving as Secretary in 2004 and as
Board Chair and Executive Committee Chair
from 2004 – 2006.

The selection of Gordon by his peers
recognizes his long term commitment to
the focus, collective wisdom and the
evolving community building work of the
United Way of York County. There is no
question that Gordon is “the best among
the best” and that this most prestigious
award is 
a fitting
tribute to
his hard
word and
dedication.

All of us at
Rubb, Inc.
are
extremely
proud of
Gordon.
Well Done!

25 years service rewarded
Finn Atle Haldorsen (left) and Bill Wood (right)
congratulate four of the staff of RUBB
Buildings Ltd, Gary Spragg, Joseph Ross,
Stan Pinchen, Carol Clelland and William
Waugh (not pictured) for 25 years loyal
service to the company. They were each
presented with a gold watch.

Perhaps no one single person deserves more credit for
Rubb’s success in the North American port market than
does Paul D. “P.D.” Merrill. When Rubb began
operations in the United States in 1983, P.D. was its first
port customer. This was a relationship built and
sustained on a handshake that would grow and
prosper for nearly a quarter century until P.D’s sudden
and untimely passing in February, 2007.
P.D. was an expert on Rubb buildings, deploying them
about his waterfront site like pieces on a chess board to
maximize his terminal’s efficiency. He became a tireless
and unselfish advocate for Rubb at industry trade
shows, in print and video media and with personal
references that helped Rubb build its business in
Maine.
In 2004, as he began to transition ownership of his
marine terminal operations to Sprague Energy, P.D.
insisted on remaining as project manager for the Rubb
VII warehouse. Thinking back, the process of building
Rubb VII exemplified many things about P.D. Merrill.  It
was ambitious in scope. It required innovation and
team work, but with determination it was achievable. It
was designed to work practically and with good result.
And, as always with P.D., it was done fairly and with
integrity.
As we got to know P.D. over the years, we found that his
interest in helping others wasn’t limited to friends,
family and business acquaintances. He deeply cared
for his employees, his city and the state of Maine. He
was a dedicated trustee and supporter of the University
of New England for over two decades, a benefactor
with the Merrill Auditorium and many other good
causes.  
P.D. recognized that his most important role was as a
husband, as a father and as a friend. And, as he
transitioned his efforts away from the Merrill Marine
Terminal and toward more time with family and friends,
his energy and vitality were apparent. The time he
spent in recent years with his wife Sandi and son Ethan
gave him great delight. For those of us who had known
him for many years, it was a wonderful thing to behold.
P.D. Merrill’s impact on our lives is much appreciated
and his friendship, his spirit and his determination will
be long remembered with admiration and with respect.

A Tribute
to P.D. Merrill

Thank you ladies and 
congratulaions
Rubb Industri AS was very happy to honor
(from left to right), Kari Urang, Agnes
Grindheim and Ingunn Legøy who have
worked for Rubb Norway for the past twenty
five years. They have been very loyal and
effective workers and we at Rubb thank
them for all their efforts over more than
twenty five years.

P.D. Merrill. Long time friend and customer 
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